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[Piano Intro] First bars Sharpies on top of  truss fade up soft pink LX 1
Second rep Sharpies on stage and VLs fade up soft blue LX 2

[Sia breathes into mic] Finger VLs fade up on Sia LX 3

Verse 1
Help, I have done it again
I have been here many times before
Hurt myself  again today
And the worst part is there's no one else to blame

Chorus
Be my friend Fade up arm VLs in white, making streaks in air out toward audience LX 4
Hold me, wrap me up
Unfold me
I am small and needy
Warm me up
And breathe Deck VLs fade up pointed at Sia, tilt outward, intensify LX 5

me Continue tilt to all the way down, and fade (duration) LX 6

Verse 2
Ouch, I have lost myself  again VLs begin to "breathe" (intensity) with the drum beat LX 7
Lost myself  and I am nowhere to be found,
Yeah, I think that I might break
Lost myself  again and I feel unsafe

Chorus
Be my friend Shift in Sharpy architecture over the course of  this section LX 8
Hold me, wrap me up
Unfold me
I am small and needy
Warm me up
And breathe Deck VLs fade up pointed at Sia, tilt outward, intensify LX 9

me Continue tilt to all the way down, and fade (duration) LX 10

Chorus
Be my friend
Hold me, wrap me up
Unfold me
I am small and needy
Warm me up
And breathe Deck VLs fade up pointed at Sia, tilt outward, intensify LX 11

me B/O ALL but arm VLs LX 12
[beat later] Arm VLs begin to intensity chase with beat of  xylophone LX 13
[Drums] Sharpies on deck snap back on pointing up (4 groups) LX 14
[Strings] VLs shift architecture for 8 beats LX 15
[Piano echos] Finger VLs tilt upward and light air, slowly P/T effect LX 16
[Guitar enters] Deck/Top sharpies fade back, slow P/T effect, rand intensity effect LX 17
[Strings restart active melody] Flyouts and live moves with sharpies LX 18-30
[Fadeout] Slow intensity fade out and drop all focus to out and down LX 31


